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FRIENDS FOR FUN, SAFETY AND KNOWLEDGE

PENDING CHAPTER DIRECTORS
JOE & JACKIE

HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY!!!

2012 is moving right along. Jackie and I want to thank everyone for the encouragement and support we
have received. Since the last newsletter, we have filled two more chapter positions. Todd and Laura
Johnson accepted the Membership Enhancement Coordinator position and Gene and Kathy
Hanselman accepted the Ride Coordinator position. Thank you for accepting these positions and I
look forward to working with all of you.
Last week we were able to meet everyone for the dinner ride to Legends in Shelby. It was my first
time there and I do look forward to going back. Nice job Jerry.
Cabin Fever is February 10, 11 and 12 at the Crowne Plaza North in Columbus OH. Anyone
needing a registration form can call or email me and I will send one out. The registration Fee is $18.00
per person members and $27.00 per person non-member. The dinner is $20.00 per person in addition to
the registration fee. This should be a great Cabin Fever with the theme being "Sixties". Hope to see a lot
of Chapter B there.
With the weather we have had this winter, we may be riding sooner than expected. Let’s hope
this terrible winter continues (in case the weather changes on me, I'm referring to the warm, sunny days
of 40+ degrees). Almost feels like Arizona. I said almost!! To everyone away for the winter, be careful,
ride safe and have fun.
Remember, we have a gathering on Sunday, February 19, 2012 and two dinner rides this month.
Hope to see everyone there.
Joe and Jackie Woodmansee
Chapter B Directors
"B" Part of the Journey

FOR SALE
-

Two new GWRRA Jackets
One Red – Size XL
One Grey – Size XL
$75.00 Each, or will trade for smaller size
GWRRA Jackets.

Call Roy Ferguson: 740-341-8339

MEMBERSHIP ENHANCEMENT
TODD & LAURA JOHNSON

Hi there,
Joe said Todd and I should tell everyone a little bit about ourselves, so here it goes. My name is Laura
Johnson and my husband’s name is Todd. . We met in high school and were married on October 3,
1984, so, I guess you can say we were high school sweethearts. We have two wonderful daughters Dolores who is a cosmetologist, and Adrian who is a welder. We have three grandkids all of which you
have met Ivy Lynn who is 8, Dylan 5, and our baby, Kingston, who is 6 months. My daughter Dolores
works on the weekends so the grand kids will be coming with us a lot. Todd works for NuCor Marion
Steel and has worked there for 18 years. Before that he was a plumber for 15 years. Todd has always
had a love for motorcycles; his first one was a Suzuki 90 cc, Yamaha 175, and a Honda Dream 305. This
is where I came into the picture. I was scared of the things so they went bye-bye. But, he talked me into
getting a motorcycle in 2008. We bought are first gold wing, a 1985 gold Aspencade 1200, which Todd
sold last year and upgraded to a white 1990 1500. Yes, I am still afraid of the highways, but I am getting
better, a lot of that has to do with GWRRA training programs. Thank you GWRRA, because I do like to
ride.
I have worked many jobs, the last was a Third shift supervisor for EDS electronic data systems, in
Charlotte, N.C. now I Babysit our grandkids, and volunteer my time. I am currently MEC for chapter W
in Marion, Ohio. And now I have been asked to be chapter B, MEC which I accepted with hopes that
you will accept me to. Debbe and Larry have some really big shoes to fill !!! Todd works days and
nights he has a rotating schedule, but if you have any questions you can call me at 740-361-2650
(cell phone) or house at 740-383-5733 day or night. I know we are looking forward to going on lots of
rides with everyone, as Todd's schedule allows.

Laura

RIDE COORDINATORS -GENE & KATHY HANSELMAN
We are Chapter B's new Ride Coordinators and are taking over for
Larry and Debbe Steinhilber. Great job guys, you will be missed. I joined
GWRRA in 1997 and belonged to a couple other chapters. I have been riding
motorcycles for over 50 years and ridden in excess of 350,000 miles. We look
forward to serving Chapter B in this challenging position and hope everyone will enjoy our coordinated
efforts to ensure rider friendly, memorable trips and events.
The first ride of this season will be April 21 & 22 to Bearcreek Farms, Bryant, IN. There we
will stay overnight and attend a performance by Larry Gatlin. The details have not been finalized and
Bearcreek is closed until February 7, 2012. I will have more on this event at the February Gathering,
2/19/12. Let's have a great turn out for our 1st adventure of the New Year.
I assure everyone that every effort will be practiced, within reason, to ensure each individual
enjoys scenic views, places we dine, route activities along the way and of course gas stops and potty
breaks. For each ride I will be choosing a Ride Captain and Tail Gunner, I also accept volunteers.

Ride Safe
Gene & Kathy

SENIOR CHAPTER EDUCATORS– TED & JOYCE STRUTZ
Tires, tires, tires. This is a very controversial subject, but this is intended to be
informative so everyone can make well informed buying decisions. The
following is excerpted from the Motorcycle Industry Council Tire Guide. I
hope this is helpful to all.
The information in the booklet represents the collective knowledge of a number of motorcycle tire
manufacturers and Motorcycle Industry Council staff and is intended to be a useful resource for
motorcyclists. The booklet, however, cannot cover every possible example or aspect of tire usage.
Consult the appropriate motorcycle or tire manufacturer.

Introduction
Never underestimate the importance of having good, properly inflated tires on your motorcycle. The
small contact patches provided by the front and rear tires are the motorcycle’s only source of traction.
Deterioration of your tires’ condition can jeopardize this contact patch and bring a good ride to a quick
end. Safe riding depends on selecting the right tires, inspecting and maintaining them, and replacing
them as necessary.

Inspection and Maintenance
It’s all about inflation, inflation, inflation. Proper air pressure is critical for tire performance and tire
life. Under-inflation or overloading can cause sluggish handling, heavy steering, and internal damage
due to over-flexing, and can cause the tire to separate from the rim. Over-inflation can reduce the
contact area (and therefore available traction), and can make the motorcycle react harshly to bumps.
Check the air Motorcycle Industry Council Tire Guide 4 pressure when the tires are cold, as part of your
pre-ride “T-CLOCS” inspection (T-CLOCS means Tires and Wheels, Controls, Lights, Oil, and Stands;
Adjust it according to your motorcycle’s owner’s manual or the tire information label on the chain
guard, frame or swing arm. There may be two sets of recommendations for tire pressure (as well as
suspension settings): one for solo riding and one for riding with a passenger and/or cargo. Do not exceed
the maximum inflation pressure listed on the tire’s sidewall. And never exceed the motorcycle’s or tire’s
load limit. Some riders eventually reduce the frequency of air pressure checks to at least once a week
and before long trips, but will still visually inspect tires before each ride. Regularly inspect the tire tread
depth to ensure that adequate tread remains. Tires have small wear bars molded into the tread grooves.
When the tread is worn down to the level of the wear bars (indicating 1/32 inches of tread remaining),
the wear bars become exposed and the tire should be replaced. Some manufacturers recommend
replacing the tire when there is 2/32 or 3/32 inches of tread remaining.
The deep grooves in fresh tires help channel water away from the contact patch, and worn tires are
thinner and easier to puncture. For a quick check, if you insert a penny into a groove in the center of
your tire, 2/32 of an inch is right at the top of Lincoln’s head. In addition to tread depth, glance over the
tires’ surface for any evidence of uneven wear, cuts, embedded objects, bulges, or sidewall cracking.
Every time you ride, the tires go through a “heat cycle” as they go from ambient to operating
temperature and back down again. Each successive heat cycle slowly hardens the tire. Similarly, as tires
age, chemical reactions cause the rubber to harden, even during non-use. Whether through heat cycles or
aging, the tire’s surface becomes less spongy and less able to interlock with the protrusions and pores in
the road surface. (If you have an old tire and a new tire, you can press your fingernail into the surfaces
of each to see the difference in how they react.) Tires can also absorb petroleum-based fluids from the
road, which can further deteriorate the rubber. So, tires eventually have to be replaced, even if they have
plenty of tread left. Don’t take a chance on buying used tires; you don’t know how many heat cycles
they’ve gone through. This also means that when you buy a used motorcycle, you should thoroughly

inspect the tires, and replace them if their condition is questionable. To clean your sidewalls, use a mild
soap solution and rinse off with plain water. Do not use chemical cleaners or protectants, as they may
degrade the rubber and cause cracks in the sidewalls. If you’ll be storing your motorcycle for more than
a month, and it has a center stand, set the bike on its center stand to raise the rear tire off the ground and
use blocks under the frame to lift the front tire slightly off the ground. If it doesn’t have a center stand,
periodically roll the bike forward or backward a few inches so the tires don’t develop flat spots in the
tread.
The Ride
Rubber is harder when its cold than when warmed up. Motorcycle tires are designed to provide
maximum traction at specific temperatures. Riding moderately for the first few miles on the street will
allow your tires to come up to proper operating temperature. Don’t take the freeway on-ramp near your
home at maximum lean angle and cornering speed before your tires come up to temperature. Tire
temperature is so important that professional racers actually use electric tire blankets to preheat the tires
so they’ll have maximum grip when the green flag drops out on the track.
Selecting a Tire
Your motorcycle was designed to work in harmony with a limited selection of tires. The owner’s manual
will specify tire size, construction (radial or bias, tube-type or tubeless), load range, and speed index,
and may identify the brand installed as original equipment. In addition, tires are specifically designed for
use only on the front or rear wheel – because each tire has a different function – and the front and
rear tires should match each other by being from the same brand an Motorcycle dealerships can
recommend a variety of brands and types within brands that best match your motorcycle and style of
riding, whether commuting, touring, sport riding, or on- and off-road adventure riding. Some tires even
use two different rubber compounds in the tire can make a difference in how your bike handles. For
example, some patterns will resist tracking on the rain grooves that are cut into some highways. And
never mount a passenger car tire on a motorcycle rim; the flat profile of a car tire is incompatible with
the dynamics of a vehicle that leans as it corners, and the section of the tire in contact with the rim (the
“bead”) is incompatible with motorcycle rims.

Tire Sidewall Information
Every street-legal tire sold begins with the letters “DOT” and ends with a four-digit date code (if there
are only three numerals, For example, a date code of “4510” in the first photo means the tire was
produced in the 45th week of 2010. The sidewall will also have a code indicating the size, plus a load
index and a speed index as shown in these examples. The examples use metric designations. The first
number is the nominal tread width, in millimeters, 160 mm in the second photo, 120 mm in the third.
The second number is the aspect ratio (ratio of tire height to tread width) which is a percentage, so for
the 160/60 the tire height is 60 percent the chart on page 10. In the second photo the “R” means radialply construction. In the third the “-” means bias construction. The next set of characters indicate load at
the speed indicated by the speed indexes “(W)” and “H,” respectively. As all European road use
applications and those participating in track days or other closed-course, sanctioned competition events.
Go to this link for more information:
http://mic.org/downloads/MIC_Tire_Guide_2011.pdf

Ride smart...Ride safe
Ted & Joyce

JANUARY REPORT
Meeting Attendance
Other Seminar Activity
Seminar by Newsletter
Seminar at Meeting

58
0
125
58

Level I
Level II
Level III
Level IV

27
14
5
5

ASSISTANT CHAPTER EDUCATORS – MIKE & ANITA HUDSON

ACCIDENTS
Throughout the years of investigating accidents two things stood out that were
simply marked on a report as speed for conditions. This boils down to simply
“out driving” the road, which includes its conditions and “out driving” your headlights. I have never seen
anything so simple that has caused so much pain, suffering and death. Simply put, DRIVE AND RIDE
ONLY AS FAST AS YOU CAN SEE, within the speed limit of course.
What’s the best way to stay out of trouble when riding winding back roads? Be certain the travel speed
you’ve selected will allow you to stop within the distance you can see. Why stop? Because the unknown
may not be able to be negotiated. That sounds like a no-brainier, but it’s surprising how easy it is for us
to ride at a pace that is well beyond what our eyes can tell us about the road ahead. Because the length of
our line of sight changes so rapidly on hill, curvy terrain, we must adjust our speed accordingly,
regardless of the posted speed limit. That way, when unexpected conditions appear just around the bend
or over the hill, we’re in a position to stop our motorcycles safely and calmly. It helps to train ourselves
to become highly aware of the distance that we can see ahead at any moment, and to know how much
time we have available to respond. This scenario becomes even more critical at night when it’s so easy
to out drive our head light. We should also be honest with ourselves about our own skill level and just
how much time and space we will need to execute a maneuver.
Let us ask ourselves how fast am I really going and how does that speed relate to my particular
perception and reaction time?
We certainly need speedometers. They tell us how many miles we will be traveling in one hour at a
given rate. They help us determine how long it takes to get wherever were going. They also help to keep
us with in a posted speed limit.
HOWEVER, accidents do not occur over a distance of miles or over a period of hours; they occur
within seconds and within feet. We need to be consciously aware of how many feet we are traveling in
each second fps at various speeds mph.
Speed in Miles per Hour equals Feet per Second
25 MPH = 37 Feet/Second
30 MPH = 44 Feet/Second
40 MPH = 59 Feet/Second
55 MPH = 81 Feet/Second
70 MPH = 103 Feet/Second
An easy mental calculation to arrive at your approximate feet per second velocity is to add your speed
plus one/half your speed: IE; 40 MPH plus 20 MPH = 60 FPS. 41509 I can already here the

mathematicians in our Chapter going to work, so here’s the formula so you can check me. Ha! MPH X
1.466 = FPS & FPS divided by 1.466 = MPH.
If all this information goes in one ear and out the other, PLEASE remember this if you will. 55 mph we
will travel 300 feet (a football field) in only 3.7 seconds! Check the second hand on your watch and see
just how short a time this really is.

Be Conspicuous!!! Ride Proud – Dress Loud
Mike & Anita
MOTORIST AWARENESS – RANDY & LINDA PORTER

Vehicle Blind Spots
One of the most frequent accidents between a motor vehicle and a cycle
is because of the blind spot of motor vehicles. The blind spot is the area
which cannot be viewed when operating a motor vehicle when looking
forward and using only the rear view mirrors. They are usually at the rear corners of the vehicle.
Vehicles in the adjacent lanes of the road that fall into these blind spots may not be visible using only
the car’s mirrors!
The best ways to overcome the blind spots is to turn your head quickly and observe traffic, or to
purchase mirrors that provide a wider view range.
A way to help avoid these situations is to make sure you stay away from the quarter rear areas.
Motorcycles have enough power to pull past those areas of the vehicle, thus helping the driver out. Blind
spots occur in all types of vehicles; cars, trucks, buses, cycles, etc.
As we all know by now, we must drive defensively. If we help the driver we help ourselves.

Drive safely
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY

!!

Randy & Linda

NEWSLETTER EDITORS – JIM & CAROL

HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY!

Here we are in February …ALREADY. This has been a very unusual winter. We have enjoyed all
types of weather and temperatures. A lot of rain, not much snow and the temperatures…that’s another
story. They’ve ranged from 20 degrees one day to 42 degrees the next. The temperatures have ranged
well above normal. Whether or not the Ground Hog saw his shadow is insignificant. Spring should be
here before we know it. Tuesday, January 31st, when the temperature was 55 degrees, we saw several
motorcycles out riding. I’ll bet some of you had your bikes out. Not us, the salt is too thick on the
roads. We’ll wait until the salt has washed off.
Chapter B has been very fortunate in the recruitment of new members; all of which are great people.
Several of them have attended some of our activities this year and even joined our staff while enjoying
themselves.. Let’s remember to make any new member feel like a welcomed member of our family.
2012 should be a fantastic year with everything that is scheduled. If you don’t enjoy yourself this year,
you can only blame yourselves for not participating in the scheduled events. We look forward to seeing
all of you at the events.
JIM & CAROL

FOR SALE
1976 GL1000 – Red Paint and Chrome
In Good Condition. Engine runs rough
Asking: $1,000.00
Call: Kieth Metcalf 419-589-4449
Dinner Ride Coordinator- JERRY ELDRIDGE

Well, how about this weather?? Fantastic!! 2011 was a great year for our Dinner Rides and the
participation was just out of this world. We just know that 2012 is going to be just as great.

Below are the next four (4) scheduled Dinner Rides:





Wednesday, February 8th…….WARRIOR DRIVE IN, 3393 Park Avenue West, Mansfield,
Since they are one of our advertisers, we hope to have a fantastic turnout to show them our
Gratitude: Hope to see you there!!
Thursday, February 23rd………ATHEN’S GREEK RESTAURANT, 41 S.
Lexington/Springmill Road, Ontario
Wednesday, March 14th………..VARSITY GRILL, 451 Portland Way N., Galion
Thursday, March 22nd………….GOLDEN CORRAL, 575 Lexington/Sringmill Rd, Mansf.

SEE YOU SOON,
JERRY
SUNSHINE LADY – SUE MCAVOY
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY EVERYONE! Hope you get lots of CHOCOLATE! I
know if I get any, Jerry will help me eat it! (And I do mean help!) And isn't
this weather something. Spring won't be long getting here now! Cabin
fever is coming up. Sounds like fun!!
We have 5 dozen jars of apple Butter here at the house if anyone needs
more. Well, I will see you at the meeting. Love ya, Sue

SEE YOU SOON, SUE

CHAPTER “B” ACTIVITIES SCHEDULE
FEBRUARY 2012
SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WED.
1

5

6

12

13
Bd:
Rob
Kennedy

CABIN
FEVER

19
9am
Chapter
Meeting

B

26
A: Larry &
Pam Caudill

20
Bd:Kathy
Hanselman

27

7

14
A: Jerry &
Barb
Kirkpatrick

VALENTINES
DAY
21

28
Bd:
Paul
Schrock

THURSDAY
2

FRIDAY
3

8
6pm
Warrior
Drive-In
3393 Park
Ave. West
Mansfield
A: Larry &
Debbe
Steinhilber
15

9

16

17

18

22

23
6pm Athen’s
Greek 41 S
Lex/Springmill
Mansfield

24

25

29

10

SAT.
4

CABIN
FEVER

11
Bd:
Jerry
Kirkpatrick

CABIN
FEVER

Chapter Directors
Joe & Jackie Woodmansee
619 E. Main Street
Crestline, Ohio 44827

MEETING: SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 2012

